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Highway traffic can flow more freely thanks to a dynamic toll. Siemens
has developed a special algorithm for traffic control systems that adjusts
the toll charge to the current traffic situation. In return, the system lets
motorists enjoy the benefits of getting to their destinations more quickly,
while also helping to prevent traffic jams and reduce fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions. The first special highway lane with the innovative
control system, known as the “fast lane”, is on the highway connecting
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv in Israel.

Many densely populated areas have problems with traffic during peak
periods. Special lanes whose use is subject to a fee are often provided to
improve the flow of traffic and encourage people to form car pools or
use public transportation. The greatest challenge here is the need to set
the fees at a level that will ensure the lane’s capacity is sufficiently
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utilized and that traffic jams will be prevented. Siemens Mobility has
responded to this challenge by developing a traffic control system that
enables a steady driving speed while ensuring optimal use of capacity. 

The system uses induction loops in the road surface to register the speed
and numbers of vehicles on the free driving lanes and the fast lane. The
heart of the system is a complex algorithm that uses the measured data to
calculate the toll fees down to the minute. Ultimately this leads to evenly
distributed traffic density on the special lane: When traffic is light, the
toll fee drops, giving drivers an incentive to use the lane. When traffic
gets heavier, the fee increases, which deters some drivers and thus
prevents congestion. The updated toll fee is displayed on electronic
traffic signs at entrances to the fast lane. For calculating the toll fee, a
video system films the vehicle’s license plate number when it enters the
lane. The fee can be debited from the bank accounts of drivers who have
registered for this option in advance; otherwise they receive a bill. Buses
and fully occupied vehicles are exempt from the toll. The fast lane is 12
kilometers long and makes it possible to cover the distance in about 12
minutes — compared to the 30 to 60 minutes the trip can take during
peak hours. 

The fast lane was built by Shapir Civil & Marine Engineering Ltd., an
Israeli company. And another Israeli company, R.S. Industries / Orad
Group, is responsible for toll billing. From Siemens’ point of view, a
very promising market for the new traffic control system is the U.S.,
where there are already many fast lanes in use, but so far with little
flexibility of toll calculation.
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